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Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues, students, friends,

It is a pleasure for me to speak in such an important day at Moldova state university. It was a pleasure for me and my colleagues from the Support Centre for Visually Impaired Students at Comenius University in Bratislava to participate in the process that anticipated this day. We could and tried to share our knowledge, experience, examples of good practice, information about problems occured and their possible solutions.

Today many words will be expressed about the support for disadvantaged people, about human rights and equity, about the commits of the society and duties of the higher educational institutions and probably, how it used to be sometimes in such events, the future will show pretty clear and optimistic.

The Tempus project finishes, the Support centre is open, real work just starts. Forget unreasonable expectations, but don't resign for the sake of quantum problems and barriers. Many things and situation will be not compatible with your ideas and your aspirations at the beginning. Introduction of such a Center into service will be a long-continuing process. There is no place for competition.

It's about patient team work, responsible collaborators and huge of enthusiasm. It's about work, where all participants learn from, all participants profit - not only students with visual impairment. Step by step teachers will find the right way how to educate and assess blind students without unreasonable demands, without decreasing of expectations, without prejudices... The fellow-students will stop to perceive blind colleagues as a subjects fully depending on support and keeping. 

This work offers many opportunities - topics for discussions, training in confrontation, stimulus to changes, subjects for seminar works, bachelor works, thesis, themes for research and future projects.
Though, this work needs the complete men. Soon you will find out, that around the Centre will group rare people - ready to help, interested in new knowledge and experience, with intention to change things and attitudes. Such a human potential is an excellent ground for "changing the world".

Many years ago we found such a valuable man in Mr. Joachim Klaus, an authoritative body in the field of supporting students with disabilities on an European and world level, inspired partner in projects and true friend. He stayed at the opening of the Support Centre in Bratislava, he is the main expert in the present project.

We see the potential here in Moldova, as well. 

One year for such a project is very short time, but I am sure, that our Moldovian colleagues from Moldova State University and Moldova Blind Union, who are full of spirit and ideas, will be successful in their activities and will receive effective support from the ministries and local authorities.

I wish you lots of pleasure in your work and many satisfied students and graduates.



